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Online
learning
 

If you are looking for ways to increase engagement and retention
in your online courses, consider the strategies below.

Online learning is our
"new normal".  Let's be

proactive with our
online teaching.



online learning is not a new
concept...resources exist
 
Instead of recreating everything yourself, remember
online learning has been around for years.  See what
other resources are available for you to use or
borrow (e.g., library resources, youtube videos, virtual
fieldtrips, etc.)  Also, many strategies you already use
easily transfer online.  Need Ideas, look at the SLEG.

Ask yourself...
 

Are you becoming more comfortable with
your online teaching, or do you still feel
like you are reacting to this change?  If you
are not as proactive or productive as you
would like to be, consider the strategies
below.

Plan your teaching schedule
 
Even though you are not physically meeting in a
classroom every day, it is still beneficial to schedule
time to interact with your students.  Schedule time to
engage with your online courses every day.  Determine
how much time is needed to answer emails, upload
content, participate in discussions, etc.

Increase Communication
 
Regardless of how organized your online classroom is,
confusion and miscommunication will still occur.
Increased communication equals decreased anxiety
(for you and your students). Provide examples. Explain
expectations. Consider sending weekly emails and/or
announcements to provide an overview of the coming
week, review the previous week, or both.

Click Here

https://docs.google.com/document/d/17jtfnd0BBs1g0-L4fWrACrP_-x3BmnQgZmQdpQ_tuqY/edit


Continue to hold office hours
 
Office hours look different online, but are still
important.  Set up a set time each week for students to
schedule time to talk to you.  Zoom is fantastic for
office hours because students find comfort in seeing
your face.

Use videos
 
Videos are an easy way to explain a complex topic or
assignment, as well as, clarify miscommunication. They
are also helpful when teaching content.  Keep videos
as short as you can (less than 15 minutes) and do not
worry about them being perfect.  Screen-cast-o-matic
is a favorite as it is free, records everything you are
doing on your screen, and has editing capabilities.

Be yourself
 
Most professors enjoy teaching in person because of
the opportunity to interact with students, share our
passion for a subject, and watch understanding dawn
on their faces.  Our personality may contribute to
what makes us a good teacher. Find ways to capture
your personality and your passion using methods that
are different from what you might do in person, yet
authentic.

Create a community of learners
Return student work in a timely fashion
Provide clear directions 
Ask yourself what you would like students to take
away from your course and retain one year later
Provide various types of activities to support
different students’ learning styles and abilities

Other things to consider
 
Put yourself in your students' shoes and think about
what you would need at this time.
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2.
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https://screencast-o-matic.com/lp/screen-recording-video-editing/?utm_source=google&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=brand&utm_term=screencastomatic&gclid=Cj0KCQjwmpb0BRCBARIsAG7y4zYU6WTyMcB0tlbNiuHBRjkTbWrxKpEYFUUGU_cHksTyoC-bdqMeSgEaAi5AEALw_wcB

